Exon and intron sequences are indicated in uppercase and lowercase letters, respectively. *The intron size was obtained from public genomic databases. For some human introns the size cannot be determined exactly because of the presence of undetermined nucleotides (N) in the databases. **The value refers to the homology between the whole human exon 2 and nucleotides 16-216 of mouse exon 2. ***The length of exon 11 refers to the coding region only. Consistent with the notion that this region is actively involved in catalysis, it also shows the highest homology with GM2/GD2 synthase.
In both enzymes, the coding region is contained in 11 exons (Table 2) . Exons 3-10 and the coding part of exon 11 are of identical size in the two forms and display high degrees of homology and conservation of exon/intron boundaries.
The exonsborders in the amino acid sequence of the two enzymes are indicated by vertical arrowheads in Fig. 2A . As shown, in the mouse enzyme the first exon encodes only the first four amino acids of the cytoplasmic tail, while the rest of this domain is encoded by the first 24 nucleotides of exon 2. On the contrary, in the human Caco2 enzyme, exon 1 encodes 64 out of the 67 residues of the cytoplasmic tail. It is not currently known whether the difference between the predicted NH2-terminal domains of the mouse and human enzymes is due to a species difference or, more likely, to the different tissue origins of the two forms. The human gene spans at least 35000 by of genomic sequence, while the mouse gene spans at least 47,000 bp. 
